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FINAL REPORT 
  

Torino Fashion Week 2019 

 

With 11 fashion show sessions, over 70 emerging designers who took turns on the catwalk to 

present their capsule collections and more than 5 thousand guests has been concluded  the 

fourth edition of Torino Fashion Week, which brought international delegations to the stage of 

the Ex Borsa Valori, from China, South Africa and the Middle East, also from Belgium, the 

Netherlands, the United States, Israel, the United Kingdom Furthermore, from all over Italy 

and Turin.  

Protagonists of the last fashion show, the versatile artist and designer Hussain Harba, with his 

collection of refined and gritty luxury bags, inspired by the feminine universe and worn for the 

occasion by the showgirl Elena Barolo also the former top model Bali Lawal, and the 

provocative street style by Orgvsm, which recalls tribal designs, graffiti, stylized roses and 

maxi-lettering on sweatshirts, retro zip jeans, jackets and crop-tops. The innovative brand 

created by Edwin Basha, young tattoo artist from Turin, who won the Torino fashion Week 

Award 2019, delivered by the TMODA team, Which has organized the long week of fashion 

show under the Mole since 2016. 

Vogue Talents has recognized as a special mention to three designers who are Hussain 

Harba, Ashram and Alvada Creations and which will have the opportunity to be interviewed 

by the editors of Vogue.it. 

Through an evening full of surprises, the best fashion designers were rewarded by the partners 

who supported the 2019 edition. The spectacular hats inspired by the genius of Leonardo da 

Vinci by Giuseppe Fata, the Middle Eastern charm of Chantique's creations from Brunei, the 

bags -customized jewel by Hussain Harba, the timeless style of Atelier Beaumont's clothes 

and the innovative tailor-made bags by Re-New Bags have been selected by Rinascente, 

who from next autumn will provide chances for these brands to exhibit their collections in Turin 

branch store in via Lagrange. 
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And yet, Banca di Cherasco awarded three excellences of the Piedmont territory. The magic 

of wedding dresses and ceremonies of the Turin boutique Adelyur Fashion, the unique 

jewels-necklaces, earrings, bracelets and sets-in ceramics entirely handmade by Scialabà 

and the Atelier Beaumont by Paola Benedetta Cerruti. 

 

Instead, the avant-garde style has persuaded the choice of Lexus Torino Sud, which has 

given its recognition to the inspiration of Lorenzo Ferrarotto, one of the most interesting 

young promises of the emerging scene, to the Prêt-à-porter collection that links fashion, 

Architecture and design by Aurora Leopardi and the perfect combination of elegance and 

practicality of the urban-style garments created by Hao Weimin for the David Sylvia brand. 

 

Finally, the modest fashion belongs to Francesca Iman Cocconi with the brand name Luya 

Moda was nominated and awarded by the Islamic Fashion & Design Council, consequently,  

the agency of the development of small businesses of South Africa SEDA (Small Enterprise 

Development Agency) has awarded its recognition to Royal Wardrobe Designs, Tumalone 

and Carlos Fritz, on Tuesday's sessions, have presented their collections. 

 

“The quality of the capsule collections of the designers at each edition that we bring to the 

stage at the Turin Fashion Week, it has been always at the higher level” - the founder and 

CEO Claudio Azzolini comments.  

Receiving the great interest and enthusiasm from public and operative sector would be such  

attestation to conform that this event is becoming a worldwide showcase for emerging fashion 

and for all those talents who know how to courageously bring new ideas, disruptive ideas and 

experimental.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/TorinoFashionWeek/videos/2290595467936299/ 
https://www.facebook.com/TorinoFashionWeek/videos/201541044130592/?t=21  
https://www.facebook.com/TorinoFashionWeek/videos/377793449798020/  
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